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SECURITY HOTSPOTS IN 2023, OR WHAT TO HAVE IN YOUR RADAR FOR
THE NEW YEAR

Laura Gorozarri Vega

A year ago, the world looked on with some scepticism at the incessant arrival of Russian troops and
weaponry to the Ukrainian border. Even while many intelligence and defence agencies suggested that
Europe would once again be the stage of conventional warfare, at the same time it seemed
somewhat implausible. On 24 February 2022, Russian President Vladimir Putin proved that it was
possible indeed. The conflict in Ukraine has served as a warning to Western societies that traditional
warfare is still a threat and could flare up anytime, anywhere. This article presents 5 security hotspots
to be on the lookout for in 2023 and explains briefly what each one is about. Having said that, this list
is by no means exhaustive or ground-breaking; its aim is to provide a general context.

1. UKRAINE

2. NAGORNO-KARABAKH

3. IRAN

4. ETHIOPIA

5. TAIWAN
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UKRAINE

It should come as no surprise that the Russian invasion of Ukraine is the first conflict on this list.
Although there were concerns about a rapid Russian victory at the start of the Kremlin’s so-called
“special military operation”, Ukrainian resistance and Western assistance have proven to be
remarkably strong. As of now, the Ukrainian government has managed to regain control of almost
75,000 sq km previously seized by Russia. Nevertheless, Moscow still has in its grip numerous
territories in the south, southeast and east of Ukraine, from a large part of Kherson to Donetsk and
Luhansk regions.[i] Russia is aiming to weaken Kyiv’s resolve and that of its supporters by attacking
and destroying Ukraine’s energy infrastructure so as to leave the country in the cold––and the
dark––during the winter months. In addition, Russia may use the cold weather to reorganise its
forces in preparation for springtime combat. One example of this regrouping is the replacement of
Sergey Surovikin, until now commander of the Ukraine theatre, with Russian Chief of Staff Valery
Gerasimov.[ii]

There have not been any indications yet that Western backing for Ukraine may be growing stale. On
the contrary, a number of states have reaffirmed their commitment to assisting Kyiv. In Washington, a
fresh $2.5 billion aid package, which would also include the supply of about 100 Stryker military
vehicles, has been approved by the Congress. London has also confirmed that it will send Challenger
2 tanks to Ukraine, and other European capitals are allegedly close to making announcements about
similar actions.[iii] The course of the Ukrainian war will be heavily influenced by the first few months of
2023, and the delivery of modern tanks could change of the war completely. Regarding Vladimir
Putin's government’s potential future actions, it is possible that Moscow and Minsk may come to an
agreement whereby Russia would open a new front through Belarus, though numerous think tanks
claim that this scenario would not be realistic until mid-to late 2023.[iv]

NAGORNO-KARABAKH

Nagorno-Karabakh, an area located in the South Caucasus, reached the media spotlight at the end of
September 2020 when Armenia and Azerbaijan engaged in open confrontation over its control.
Although it is primarily populated by Armenians, Baku claims it as its territory, and the two nations
have struggled for control of the area for decades––the first conflict lasted 6 years, from 1988 to
1994. The war that erupted in 2020 and lasted 44 days has not had a formal peace agreement, even
though hostilities ceased after Russia’s mediation. Yerevan was forced to relinquish control of areas
under its sovereignty for decades. The aftermath of the struggle is still very much felt in both nations’
domestic affairs. As an example, large demonstrations in Yerevan in June 2022 demanded the
resignation of the prime minister of Armenia, in part due to the way he handled the conflict.[v]

Even though 3 years have passed since the ceasefire, the struggle is far from over. Last month, a
group of Azerbaijanis blocked the sole land connection between Nagorno-Karabakh and Armenia,
which prompted large demonstrations in Armenia and Azerbaijan-controlled cities in the disputed
region. Yerevan had also accused Baku of cutting off the region’s natural gas supply. In turn,
Azerbaijan’s state media reported that those blocking the road were environmental activists
denouncing Armenia’s illegal mining in Nagorno-Karabakh.[vi] The strategic corridor connecting
Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh has been supervised by Russian peace troops, but in light of
Moscow’s illegal invasion of Ukraine, said control seems to be collapsing. With Russia’s focus on
Ukraine, Armenia’s position––and military might––is severely weakened, as Moscow was its main
security provider. Russia has claimed the situation in the areas under its control was seriously
deteriorating.[vii] It is improbable that Moscow would offer military support to Yerevan in the case of a
renewal of hostilities as Russian government is primarily occupied with the conflict in Ukraine.
Azerbaijan, for its part, currently enjoys a favourable situation, as it has the support of Turkey and
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could even force EU aid should the conflict flare up again. In this sense, the 27 agreed to double their
gas imports from Azerbaijan by 2027 in an effort to lessen their reliance on Russian gas, which could
be exploited by the Azerbaijani government.[viii]

IRAN

Last September, Mahsa Amini, a 22-year-old Iranian, died while being held by the so-called “morality”
police, sparking Iran’s most recent wave of anti-government demonstrations. Security forces started a
brutal onslaught to quell opposition in the months afterwards, but dissent is still going strong.
Gaining the support of elderly middle-class Iranians, many of whom sympathise with the protesters
but are afraid of the violence or drastic change of the system, is the difficult goal of Iranian’s
anti-government movement. If the protests gained enough traction, more parts of society might
join––including influential sectors–– but it seems unlikely that will happen in the near future.[ix] The
theocratic rule appears to have no end in sight at this time, but neither does it look that things will
return to the way they were. To add to this unstable environment, the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) has cautioned that Iran intends to build more centrifuges to one of its nuclear
enrichment facilities, which would allow an increase of enriched uranium. Iran currently possesses
more uranium than what is permitted by the now dead JCPOA by more than 18 times.[x]

Another crucial issue involving Iran is its expanding cooperation with Russia. Moscow has resorted to
Tehran for a consistent supply of drones and other high-tech munitions as it is running out of
weaponry in Ukraine. Several actors have warned that Iran is likely to “widen and broaden” its
weapon supplies to Russia.[xi] In return, Iran may receive record amounts of modern military
equipment and technical assistance from the Kremlin, including Sukhoi Su-35 fighter jets, air defence
systems, and other cutting-edge military technology. U.S. officials have issued a warning that said
extended collaboration could prolong the conflict in Ukraine, as well as pose a threat to other
countries in the Middle East.[xii]

ETHIOPIA

For two years, Ethiopia has been immersed in a bloody civil war which has pitted Ethiopian Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed’s forces against those of the Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF). Despite
Tigrayans being an ethnic minority, the TPLF, the main political party for Tigray, has a history of
controlling leadership coalitions and politics at the national level. With the election of PM Ahmed in
2018, Tigrayan control of the national government ended. Despite initial reconciliations between
ethnic minorities in Ethiopia, by 2020 tensions had risen again and several skirmishes between the
TPLF and the central government led to an all-out civil war in November of that year.

In November 2022, the Ethiopian federal government and TPLF worked out a tenuous peace
agreement that seemingly put an end to the two year war. However, the prospects for a long-lasting
peace are dim because Eritrean troops––who have been providing support to Addis Ababa’s
government––continue to commit crimes in Ethiopia’s northern Tigray region in the guise of the
conflict with the TPLF. So far, TPLF has started handing heavy weaponry to Ethiopia’s national army,
part of the peace treaty adopted, although Eritrean troops still have to leave the internationally
recognised border.[xiii] An estimated 600,000 to 800,000 people have died in the Ethiopian war, which
has been characterised by extensive atrocities, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing of civilians.[xiv]

Ethiopia is in danger of becoming even more unstable as hostilities between rival militias in the
Oromia and Amhara areas of the nation escalate. If tensions are not diminished, potential collapse of
the Ethiopian state may well be the outcome of this war. This, in turn, may lead to deadlier wars and
a significant humanitarian crisis in an area of Africa already plagued by problems.
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TAIWAN

Last, but not least, is the conflict between China and Taiwan. The island has had an independent track
from mainland China since 1949, when the defeated Kuomintang party retreated to Taiwan after
losing the civil war against the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Although China and Taiwan both have
independent governments, institutions, and militaries, Beijing nevertheless maintains its claim to the
island’s sovereignty. Taipei has not demonstrated an inclination to reunite with mainland China over
the past few decades, and an increasingly larger portion of the island’s population is embracing a
distinctly Taiwanese identity. This seriously jeopardises the CCP’s long-term stability, as achieving
reunification with the island is a fundamental pillar of its legitimacy. Chinese defence white papers
have always stated the Taiwan issue as a key national interest. However, the 2019 version and a
specific 2022 white paper on the issue employs significantly harsher language and stresses that China
reserves the right to resort to the use of force or any other means necessary to achieve
reunification.[xv] The severe tone is a symptom of how critical the People’s Republic of China considers
the Taiwan question to be, especially in view of U.S.’ strategic shift to the Indo-Pacific.

China has already shown a willingness to exert military pressure on Taiwan, with many military
exercises having been carried out in the waters close to the median line. The People Liberation
Army’s (PLA) capabilities have significantly increased as a result of China’s ongoing military
modernisation, but it is not yet clear whether it would be able to invade Taiwan successfully. The fact
that Chinese propaganda emphasises how allegedly quick, simple, and unstoppable a Chinese attack
on Taiwan would be is one of the fundamental issues contributing to the rising tensions. The majority
of Chinese appear to believe that to be the truth, which leaves a credibility gap when invasion
repeatedly fails to occur.[xvi] The United States became more outspoken about its support for Taiwan
during 2022, which further flamed Beijing’s anger. Tensions reached new heights when then-U.S.
Congress Speaker Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan in August 2022, marking the highest-level visit by a U.S.
official to the island since 1997. Despite the trip being condemned by numerous Chinese leaders in
the usual strong rhetoric, and the carry out of live-fire military exercises, there were no signs of an
imminent invasion.[xvii] Given all the domestic problems that the Chinese government is going to face
this year––the effects of new COVID outbreaks, social unrest, and a collapsing property sector, to
name a few––it seems highly unlikely Beijing will try to force a change in the conflict’s status quo in
the short term. This does not, however, imply that attempts at reconciliation will cease or that
tensions will not occasionally flare up throughout 2023.
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